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In their classic paper on chromatic polynomials [3], Birkhoff and Lewis 
introduced the concept of a constrained chromatic polynomial, and found 
explicit formulas expressing certain constrained chromatic polynomials in 
terms of free chromatic polynomials. In this paper we define these constrained 
chromatic polynomials, indicate simpler proofs for the formulas of Birkhoff 
and Lewis, and prove certain new identities connected with the golden root [l]. 
These identities imply and are implied by the Golden Identity of Tutte [5]. 
We deal only with connected planar graphs which are realized on the 
2-sphere or closed plane so as to dissect the surface into simply connected 
regions each bounded by a circuit of the graph. This gives us a map having 
the graph as its l-section. By a coloring of the map, we shall mean a 
coloring of the vertices of its graph so that no two adjacent vertices 
have the same color. We use the term chromiul for the chromatic 
polynomial of the graph (which is, by our agreement, the chromatic 
polynomial of the map). If a and b are vertices of the graph, then ab 
denotes an edge joining the vertex a and the vertex b. We use the letter G 
to denote either the map or its graph, since no confusion will 
result. 
The map G we deal with will always contain an open 4-circuit or an 
open 5-circuit, where a circuit is said to be open provided no edge or 
vertex of the map lies inside the simple closed curve comprising the 
circuit. 
We confine our attention in the first part of the paper to a map G 
containing an open 4-circuit whose vertices we label 1, 2, 3,4. There are 
four constrained chromials for this map, and they are defined in the 
following way: 
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For i = 1,2,3,4, A,[G, n] is the number of ways of coloring G with 
II colors such that 
if i = 1, 4 different colors are used for 1, 2, 3, 4, 
if i = 2, 3 different colors are used for 1, 2, 3,4, but 1 and 3 have 
the same color, 
if i = 3, 3 different colors are used for 1,2, 3,4 but 2 and 4 have 
the same color, 
if i = 4, only 2 different colors are used for 1, 2, 3,4. 
We define KI , K2 as the respective maps obtained by adjoining to G 
the extra edge 13 or 24. We define 13(K,), 24(K,) as the maps obtained 
from KI , K, , respectively, by contracting the edges 13 and 24 to single 
points. 
It is immediate from the definitions that 
WG > nl = AS, nl + MG, nl, (1) 
f’[& , nl = AJG, nl + &CG, nl, (2) 
fV3(K,), nl = A,[G, nl + A,[G, nl, (3) 
a24(K,), nl = MG, nl + A,[G, nl. (4) 
Birkhoff and Lewis obtain explicit formulas for these constrained 
chromials in terms of free chromials. Their formula for A,[G, n] is 
(n” - 3n + 1) A,[G, n] 
= --PK , nl + (n - 3) P[l3(&), nl + (n - 2) WWG), nl. (5) 
The remaining three formulas are obtained from (5) by use of (1) through 
(4). We remark that a simple proof for (5) can be given by induction 
on N, where N is the number of edges and vertices outside the 4-circuit. 
This proof follows precisely the one given by Tutte for his Vertex 
Elimination Theorem [4]. 
From (1) through (4) we obtain at once the formula for “twisting 
the boundary”: 
WG , nl - f’[K,, nl = PPW,), nl - PV3(KI), nl. (6) 
If we have followed the proof suggested for obtaining these four 
equations of Birkhoff and Lewis, we can obtain the following important 
result as a consequence of these equations: 
AJG, nl + (n - 2)(n - 3) -4[G, nl = (n - W2[G, nl + 4[G, nl>. (7) 
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Along with Tutte, we denote by T + 1 the positive zero of the quadratic 
n2 - 3n + 1 [l]. Birkhoff and Lewis [3, pp. 42@-421] indicate how 
numerous inequalities involving the four free chromials we have introduced 
may be obtained by making use of the facts that n2 - 3n + 1 3 0 for 
n > T + 1, and AJG, n] > 0 for i = 1, 2, 3,4, and n a non-negative 
integer. The first consideration of the zeros of chromials was apparently 
by Birkhoff [2]. 
Tutte based his proof of the Golden Identity [5] on the very important 
fact that 
P[K,, 7 + 11+ PK2,T + 11 
= T-3{p[13(&), 7 + 11 -t p[2‘@2), 7 -t 11). (8) 
It is quite easy to show that (8) is a simple consequence of (5). 
Now suppose we take our map G with its open 4-circuit 1,2, 3,4 and 
insert an additional vertex u inside this 4-circuit, and one additional edge 
joining v to each of the vertices 1, 2, 3, 4. We then have a map W, 
containing a Cwheel with hub v. Moreover, W,,, (the map W, with v 
and its incident edges removed) is clearly the map G. The following two 
equations are then immediate from our definitions. These equations, and 
their natural generalizations, have independent interest in connection 
with vertex elimination theorems [4]. 
pw,,, 9 nl = 4[G, nl + A,[G, nl + A,[G, nl + A,[G, nl, (9 
PW, , nl = (n - 4) A@, nl + b - 3)&4,[G, nl + A,[G, aI> 
+ (n - 2) A,[G, nl. (10) 
Keeping equations (1) to (4) in mind, we rewrite (10) in the following 
interesting way: 
p[w,, n] = (n - 4)@‘[&, n] - A,[G, nl> + (n - 3){A,[G, n] + A,[G, n]} 
+ (n - 2) 4[G, nl 
= (n - 4) PC& , nl + (n - 3M2[G, 4 + &KC 41 
+ A,[G, nl + 4E nl 
= (n - 4) p[& , n] + (n - 3) p[13(&), n] + p[24(&), n]. (11) 
This is the 4-wheel reduction formula. It should be noted that if we are 
dealing with a general planar map W, containing a 4-wheel with hub v 
and 4-circuit 5,6,7,8, and if T5 and T, are the maps obtained by replacing 
everything inside the 4-circuit 5,6,7,8 by the single edges 57 and 68, 
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respectively, then (11) takes the following form (the 4-wheel reduction 
formula [3, p. 3631): 
a.w4 2 nl = (n - 4) PIT, , nl + (n - 3) P[57(T,), nl + fw3(7-61, nl, 
where 57(T,) and 68(T,), respectively, are obtained by contracting the 
edges 57 and 68 to points in the appropriate maps. 
For our first theorem, we assume that our map G with its open 4-circuit 
1,2, 3,4 contains a 4-wheel with 4-circuit 5,6, 7, 8, and hub z’, such that v 
is distinct from the vertices 1, 2, 3, 4. Clearly, v is outside the open 
4-circuit 1, 2, 3,4. The maps KI and K, are obtained as before, by adding 
the respective edges 13 and 24 to the map G. The maps 57(K,), 57(K,), 
68(K,), 68(K,) are obtained by replacing the interior of the 4-wheel 
5, 6, 7, 8 by the appropriate edge and then contracting this edge. The maps 
1357,2457, 1368, 2468 are obtained by inserting two edges and then 
contracting both these edges. 
THEOREM 1. Under the conditions stated, we have 
(a) P[13(K,), T + l] = ~-~{P[1357, 7 + l] + P[1368, T + l]}, 
(b) P[24(K,), T + l] = 7p4{P[2457, 7 + l] + P[2468, 7 + l]}, 
(C> PK, > T + 11 = ~-~{p[57(&), 7 + 11 + p[@3(K,), 7 + I]>, 
(4 PW, > Q- + 11 = ~-~{p[57(&), T  + 11 + p[68(&), 7 + 11). 
Proof. Using the 4-wheel reduction formula, we see at once that 
P[13(K,), n] = (n - 4) P[13(T,), n] + (n - 3) P[1357, n] + P[1368, n], 
P[24(K,), n] = (n - 4) P[24(TJ, n] + (n - 3) P[2457, n] + P[2468, n]. 
We now make two applications of (5), using the maps 13(T,) and 24(7’,) 
as our maps KI with 5, 6, 7, 8 as our 4-circuit, to obtain 
P[13(T,), 7 + 11 = -T-'P[1357, 7 + 11 + T-lP[1368, 7 + 1], 
P[24(T,), 7 + l] = -~-~P[2457, 7 + l] + T-lP[2468, 7 + 11. 
Substitution gives us (a) and (b) quite easily. 
From (5), 
P[K, , 7 + 11 = -T-~P[I~(K,), 7 + 11 + T-‘P[~~(K,), 7 + 11, 
giving (c) after substitution from (a) and (b) and the resulting simpli- 
fication. The proof of (d) is, of course, similar. 
For the proof of our next theorem, we need identities which lie a bit 
deeper than those we have used thus far. These identities will follow from 
the eleven equations of Birkhoff and Lewis for the constrained chromials 
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for the five circuit. Inasmuch as these equations are far easier to prove 
than Birkhoff and Lewis thought they were, we shall outline proofs here. 
With the exception of one important observation, everything we do is in 
the Birkhoff-Lewis paper. 
We are working with a map G containing an open 5-circuit 5, 6, 7, 8,9. 
For each i satisfying 5 < i < 9, we let Ti be the map obtained from G 
by adding to G two edges joining the vertex i to the two vertices on the 
5-circuit which are not adjacent to the vertex i. Figure 1 shows the relevant 
portions of the five maps we obtain. 
T5 T6 77 T8 T3 
FIGURE 1 
By twisting the inner edges of these maps, we see that 
W’, , nl + f’[57(TJ, ~1 = f’[T,, nl + fWW& nl, (12) 
f’[T, , nl + P[58(T,), nl = W, , nl + WV,), nl, (13) 
P[T, , nl + JWWJ, nl = f’[T, , nl + J’[58(T,), ~1, (14) 
W’, , nl + W’W,), nl = f’[T, , nl + W3(TJ, ~1. (15) 
It is clear from these equations that we can easily express the chromials of 
T, , T7 , T, , Tg in terms of the chromials of T5 and the chromials of 
certain of our two digit maps. 
For i = 5,6,7,8,9, we define BJG, n] as the number of ways of 
coloring G with IZ colors so that exactly three colors are used for 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, and the color of i is different from that used for the other four vertices. 
Consider now the constrained chromial B,[G, n]. By definition, this is 
the number of ways of coloring G with n colors so that exactly three 
colors are used for 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and the color for 9 is different for that 
used for 5, 6, 7, 8. Thinking of a, b, c as our three colors for the 5-circuit, 
it must have the appearance of Figure 2 after it has been colored. Inasmuch 
as the vertices 5 and 8 have different colors, we do not change the chromial 
by adding an edge 58. This gives us Figure 3. 
We now have a map containing an open 4-circuit 5,6,7, 8. Disregarding 
the vertex 9 completely, it is clear that once we have colored the vertices 
5, 6,7, 8 as a, b, a, b, respectively, any coloring of the entire map, subject 
to this constraint, must give the vertex 9 a color c, different from both a 
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i^‘: 
b6 
8b a7 
FIGURE 2 
50 
b6 
8b a7 
FIGURE 3 
and b. Accordingly, to obtain B,[G, n], we need only copy down the 
constrained chromial A,[G, n] (which is the one having the appropriate 
constraints on the four vertices we are considering) with an appropriate 
change of notation. We then obtain B,[G, n], B,[G, n], B,[G, n], and 
B,[G, n] by advancing subscripts and making use of (12)-(15) to simplify 
our results. We list them here, usingf, as an abbreviation for n2 - 3n + 1: 
fih[G, nl = -W5 , nl + P[69V,), nl - J’[57(7’& nl 
+ (n - 2) WW,), 4 + (n - 2) f?79Vd, nl 
- Pt5Wd nl, (16) 
f,&[G, nl = --PL”, , nl + (n - 2) P[79(Td, nl + (n - 3) P[5W& nl, 
(17) 
fiBJG, nl = --PCT6 , nl + (n - 2) WWd, nl - P[57VJ, nl 
+ WW’,), nl + (n - 3) P[5W,), nl, (18) 
.MJG, nl = -W’, , nl + (n - 2) PKW& nl + (n - 3) P[57Vd, nl 
+ P[79(Td, nl - JJ[5W&, nl, (19) 
h&[G, nl = -PITS , nl + (n - 3) P[57U’J, nl + (n - 2) W3W& nl. 
(20) 
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The remaining six constrained chromials are easily defined and 
equations such as (16) to (20) established for them in a similar manner. 
We omit these equations since they will not be needed in the present paper. 
We will need the 5-wheel reduction formula. This concerns a general 
planar map containing a 5-wheel with hub D and 5-circuit 5,6,7, 8,9. 
Then, using the notation we have adopted we have (the 5-wheel reduction 
formula [3, p. 3651): 
PW, , ~11 = (n - 5) PIT,, nl + (n - 4)U’[57(T,), nl + f’[58(T,), rtl) 
+ PKW-,I, nl + WW,), nl + WW-,I, nl 
= (n - 5) m-5, nl + (n - 4) Y[T, , nl + -m, l nl, 
where, by definition, 
W’s , nl = P[57(T,), nl + PC58(T,), nl 
and 
The 5-wheel reduction formula can easily be proved by twisting a 
spoke of the 5-wheel and applying the 4-wheel reduction formula to the 
resulting map. It is to be noted, as a consequence of the equations we have 
found expressing constrained chromials in terms of free chromials, that 
both the 4-wheel and the 5-wheel reduction formulas hold for constrained 
chromials as well as for free chromials. 
For our second theorem, we assume that our map G with its open 
4-circuit 1,2, 3, 4 contains a 5-wheel with 5-circuit 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and hub 
v where v is not one of the vertices 1,2, 3,4. Clearly, the hub v is outside 
the open 4-circuit 1, 2, 3,4. We define K1 and K, as before, and K,(T,), 
K,(T,) are the maps obtained from K1 and & (each of which contains 
the 5-wheel with hub v) by replacing the interior of the 5-circuit 5,6,7, 
8,9 by the two edges 57 and 58. We also find it convenient to define 
W[K,(T,)] = 7+Y[13(T,), T + I] - +Y[24(T,), T + I], 
and W[K,(T,)] in a similar manner. 
THEOREM 2. Under the stated conditions we have 
(a> p[13(&), 7 + 11 = -T-~{P[~~(T,), T + l] + Y[13(T,), T + l]}, 
(b) p[24(&), 7 + 11 = -T~{P[~~(T~), 7 + i] + Y[24(T,), 7 + l]}, 
(c> ~[KI, T + 11 = -.-“(p[&(T,), 7 + l] + W[K,(T,)]}, 
(4 p[&, T + 11 = -T-~{P[&(T& 7 + 11 + W[K,(T,)]}. 
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ProojI To prove (a) and (b) note from the 5-wheel reduction formula 
that 
P[13(K,), 7 + l] = (7 - 4) P[13(T,), 7 + l] + (T - 3) Y[13(T,), 7 + I] 
+ ZV3(T,), T + 11. 
In order to find 2[13(T,), 7 + 11, we first observe from (20) that 
p[6g(T,), T + 11 = Tp[T,, 7 + 11 + +p[57(T,), 7 + 11, 
and from (17) that 
p[7%T,), 7 + 11 = Tp[T,, 7 + 11 + +p[5g(T,), T + 11, 
from which we see that 
p[@3(T,), T  + 11 + p[Tg(T,), 7 + 11 = 27p[775, T  + 11 
+ T-‘Y[T, , 7 + 11. 
Using (16), we see with the help of (24) that 
P[69(T,), 7 + l] = --P[T, , 7 + l] + T-lY[T, , 7 + 11. 
As special cases of (22) (25), and (23), we have that 
P[2468,T + l] = 7P[24(T,),T + 11 + T-lP[2457,T + 11, 
P[2469,T + l] = --P[24(T,), 7 + l] + T-lY[24(T,), 7 + 11, 
P[2479, 7 + l] = TP[~~(T,), 7 + l] + T-lP[2458,T + l-j, 
so that 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
2[24(T,), 7 + l] = (27 - l)P[24(T,),T + l] + 2T-lY[24(Tf,), 7 + 11, 
and similarly 
2[13(T,), 7 + 11 = (27 - l)P[13(T,), 7 + l] + 2~-lY[13(T~),T + 11, 
SO that, using (21) and the similar equation for P[24(&), 7 + 11, and 
recalling that T-~ = -37 + 5, we have (a) and (b). 
We see that (c) and (d) follow from (a) and (b) in the usual way. 
Our next theorem is an interesting application of Theorems 1 and 2. 
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THEOREM 3. Let G be a planar map with k vertices containing an open 
4-circuit 1, 2, 3, 4. Suppose that no vertex of G is monovalent, and that each 
of the maps ICI and K, is a triangulation of the plane. Then 
(a) AJG, T + 21 = -(T + 2) T~~--~~P[K~, T + l] P[K, , T + 11, 
(b) A,[G, 7 + 21 = (T + 2) T3k-12P[13(&), 7 + 1-j P[K, , 7 + 11, 
(C) A,[G,T + 21 = (T + 2)T3k-12P[&, 7 + l]P[24(K2),T + 11, 
(d) A,[G, 7 + 21 = (T + 2) T3k-14P[13(&), 7 + l]P[24(K2), 7 + 11. 
Proof. The proof will be by induction on k. Clearly, k > 4. If k = 4, 
we see quite easily that the map must have exactly one edge outside the 
4-circuit, and this edge must join either 1 and 3 or 2 and 4. These cases 
being symmetrical, we need only consider the case in which the outside 
edge joins 2 and 4. Thus the maps to be considered are the ones shown 
in Figure 4. 
fjQyj&-jl~ q 
4 3 
Kl K2 13(K,l 24(K2) 
FIGURE 4 
Reference to the definition shows us that A,[G, n] = A,[G, n] = 0. 
Also P[24(K2), n] = 0, since the graph 24(K2) contains a loop. Thus 
we have proved (c) and (d) for the case k = 4. 
Now (a) and (b) follow at once by direct computation, since 
P[K, , n] = n(n - l)(n - 2)(n - 3) = AJG, n], 
P[K, , n] = n(n - l(n - 2)2, 
A,[G, n] = P[13(K,), n] = n(n - l)(n - 2). 
We have completed the proof of the theorem for the case k = 4. 
We now suppose the theorem true for all k < q, noting that q > 4. 
Let G be any graph with q vertices satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem. 
It is clear that at least one vertex of G is outside the 4-circuit, and we let x 
be the vertex of minimum valence outside the 4-circuit. It is a simple 
consequence of Euler’s formula that x has valence 2, 3,4, or 5. We omit 
the details of the extremely simple proofs for the cases in which x has 
valence 2 or 3, and go at once to the more difficult cases. 
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We suppose first that x has valence 4. This means that x is the hub of a 
4-wheel with 4-circuit $6, 7,s. We begin by proving (d) using the notation 
we established earlier in the paper. In particular, T5 is the map obtained 
from G by replacing the interior of the 4-wheel with the single edge 57, 
and Ts is obtained by replacing this interior with the single edge 68. It is 
then clear that each of the maps G, T5, T, , 57(T,), 68(T,) is a map 
containing the open 4-circuit 1,2,3,4, and, except for this single 
quadrilateral, each of the maps is a triangulation of the plane. The 
number of vertices of these maps is k, k - 1, k - 1, k - 2, k - 2, 
respectively, so we must have by our inductive assumption 
A4[T5, T + 21 = (T + 2) ~~“-l’P[13(T,), T + l] P[24(T,), 7 + I], (29) 
A,[57(T,),T + 21 = (T + 2) T3k--20P[1357,T + l]P[2457, 7 + 11, (30) 
&[68(T,),T + 21 = (T + 2)~~"-~~P[1368,T + l]P[2468, 7 + 11. (31) 
Early in the proof of Theorem 1, we found expressions for 
P[l3(T,), T  + 11 and mua 7 + 11. 
With these in mind we use the 4-wheel reduction formula for constrained 
chromials to obtain 
AS, nl = (n - 4) A&C , nl + (n - 3) A,[57(T,), n] + A,[68(T,), n]; 
hence by use of (29)-(31) and our earlier results we have 
A,[G, 7 + 21 = (T + 2) T~~-~~{-TP[~~(T,), 7 + l] P[24(T,), 7 + 11 
+ T-lP[1357,T + l]f'[2457,T + l] 
+ P[1368,T + l]P[2468, 7 + I]> 
= (T + 2)3k-22{P[1357, 7 + l] + P[1368, 7 + 1-j) 
x (P[2457,T + l] + P[2468,T + I]} 
= (T + 2)3k-14P[13(K,), 7 + l]P[24(&), 7 + 11, 
where we have used the result of Theorem 1. This proves (d) for the 
case in which the valence of x is 4. 
The proof of (c) is quite similar to that of (d). We then obtain (b) from 
(c) by interchanging K1 and 13(&) and also K, and 24(&) in (c) and making 
use of (l)-(4) to note that this interchange changes A,[G] to A,[G]. The 
proof of (a) is immediate from (b), (c), and (d) by using (7). In this way 
the proof of the theorem is completed for the case in which the valence 
of x is 4. 
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We now assume x has valence 5, and note that x is the hub of a 5-wheel 
with 5-circuit 5,6,7, 8,9. The 5-wheel reduction formula for constrained 
chromials gives us 
A,[G, nl = (n - 5) &PF, , nl + (n - 4)b4,[57(T,), nl + G58(T,), nl> 
+ 4WU-,),~l + &[69(T,), nl + &[79(T,), nl. (32) 
Our inductive assumptions tell us that 
A4[T5 , T + 21 = (T + 2) T~"-~'P[I~(T,), T + l] P[24(7’,), T + 11, (33) 
&[57(T,),T + 21 = (T + 2)T3"-20P[1357,~ + l]P[2457,T + 11, (34) 
A,[58(T,),T + 21 = (T + 2)~~"-~OP[1358, 7 + l]P[2458,T + 11, (35) 
z4,[68(T,),~ + 21 = (T + 2)~~"-~OP[1368,T + l]P[2468,T + 11, (36) 
A,[69(T,),T + 21 = (T + 2)~~"-~~P[1369,T + l]P[2469,~ + 11, (37) 
-4,[79(T,),T + 21 = (7 + 2) T3"-20P[1379,T + l]P[2479,T + 11. (38) 
Evaluating each of our polynomials at 7 + 1, and making use of 
(26)-(28) and similar equations for P[1368], etc., it is seen by direct 
computation that 
P[1368] P[2468] + PC13691 P[2469] + P[1379] P[2479] 
= (27 + 3) P[13(T,)1 SW',)1 
+ mv3mi y[24(~)1 + n24(m m3(m 
+ T-2{P[1357]P[2457] + P[1358]P[2458]} 
+ m3(7a y[24(~)1. (39) 
Making the appropriate substitutions in (32) gives us, after simplification, 
A,[G, 7 + 21 = (T + 2)T3k-22{P[13(T,),T + l] + Y[13(T,),T + 11) 
X ww), T + 11 + mm 7 $ 11) 
= (7 + 2)T3k-14P[13(&), 7 + l]P[24(K2), 7 + 11, 
where we have used Theorem 2. This completes the proof of (d) of the 
theorem. The proofs of (c), (b), and then (a) follows as they did in the 
case in which x had valence 4. 
Interesting identities can be obtained from Theorem 3. We give two 
of them, which result from (1) and (5), respectively. 
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COROLLARY 1. (The Golden Identity) [5]: 
P[K, ) 7 + 21 = (T + 2) P~-lOP[K1 , 7 + 11. 
COROLLARY 2: 
-(T + 2) ~~“-‘~P[13(&), T + I] P[24(K,), T + l] 
= --P[& , T + 21 + +P[13(&), T + 21 + ~P[24(&), 7 + 21. 
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